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GRAPHICS MEMORY SYSTEM FOR VOLUMETRIC DISPLAYS
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TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates generally to a graphics memory system for three-dimensional displays, and more particularly, for volumetric displays.

BACKGROUND

Volumetric displays are a class of three-dimensional display technology that produce volume-filling imagery. Typically, volumetric displays are autostereoscopic; that is, they produce imagery that appears three-dimensional without the use of additional eyewear.

Some volumetric displays create three-dimensional imagery by employing spatio-temporal multiplexing in emitting or scattering light from a range of locations within an image volume. In other words, a smaller number of light-generating devices (for example, lasers, projector pixels, etc.) are run at a higher frequency than an overall volumetric refresh rate, and the light is imaged onto a rotating surface. Persistence of vision integrates the image slices formed at different spatio-temporal locations of the volume swept by the rotating surface, and the viewer perceives a volume-filling, three-dimensional image.

The concept of a volumetric display in which three-dimensional imagery is perceived by visual integration of a series of images projected on a rotating screen has existed since, at least, the late 1950s. In 1958, Max Hirsch filed a patent application for a “generoscope,” wherein imagery formed on the surface of a cathode ray tube (CRT) is relayed by a periscope-like arrangement that images onto a rear-projection screen. In the generoscope, the CRT, mirrors, and screen rotated in unison. The arrangement of rotating relay mirrors keeps the projection optical path length invariant with respect to the projection screen angle. For this, Hirsch was issued US patent No. 2,967,905 in 1961.

A 1960 Aviation Week article entitled "New Display Gives Realistic 3-D Effect," (pp. 66-67, October 31, 1960) describes a 3-D display developed by ITT Laboratories. It is similar to the
display taught by Hirsch, in that a sequence of 2-D images formed on the surface of a CRT are relayed to a rotating projection screen by an arrangement of mirrors that rotate with the projection screen, thereby keeping the projection optical path length invariant with respect to the projection screen angle. However, the ITT display employs a stationary CRT and front-end optical components. One consequence of their architecture is that the CRT’s image rotates in the plane of the projection screen as the projection screen rotates.

Other volumetric displays which employ similar radially-extended relay optics include the volumetric displays described by Batchko (U.S. Patent No. 5,148,310) and Tsao et al. (U.S. Patent Nos. 5,754,147 and 5,954,414). Batchko describes a volumetric display wherein a rotating screen is illuminated by a fixed, vector-scanned laser illumination source. Tsao and co-workers utilize a k-mirror system, which rotates at half of the screen’s angular frequency, to prevent the image of the projector from rotating in the plane of the projection screen.

SUMMARY

In general, in one aspect, the invention features a graphics memory system for managing image data for a volumetric display that displays volumetric images. The system includes a first buffer memory with a first predefined address space for holding data for a three-dimensional image; a second buffer memory with a second predefined address space for holding data for a three-dimensional image, wherein the first and second predefined address spaces are the same; and a voxel router in communication with both the first and second buffer memories. The voxel router is configured to use a selectable one of the first and second buffer memories as an active memory out of which stored image data is to be read for display on the volumetric display and to use the other of the first and second buffer memories as an inactive memory into which image data is to be written.

Preferred embodiments of the invention may include one or more of the following features. The graphics memory system also includes an address generator in communication with the voxel router and the first and second buffer memories. The address generator generates addresses identifying locations within the predefined address spaces of the first and second buffer memories and is configured to cause the voxel router to select which of the first and
second buffer memories is to be the active memory. Both of the first and second buffer memories are implemented by single ported memories, e.g. SDRAMs.

In general, in another aspect, the invention features a graphics memory system that includes a first buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image; a second buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image; a voxel router in communication with both the first and second buffer memories; and an address generator in communication with the voxel router and the first and second buffer memories. The voxel router is configured to use a selectable one of the first and second buffer memories as an active memory out of which stored image data is to be read for display on the volumetric display and to use the other of the first and second buffer memories as an inactive memory into which image data is to be written. During operation, the address generator generates addresses identifying locations within the predefined address spaces of the first and second buffer memories and is configured to respond to receiving a write block command by causing the voxel router to write new data to a block within the inactive memory at a location that is identified by an address supplied by the address generator.

Preferred embodiments may include one or more of the following features. The block is a 32-bit word. The address generator is further configured to respond to receiving the write block command by causing the voxel router to retrieve data that is stored in the identified block of inactive memory, to modify the retrieved data, and to write the modified data back to the inactive memory as the new data. The voxel router is also configured to modify the retrieved data by using a designated logical operation to combine the retrieved data with data supplied with the write word command. The voxel router supports AND, OR and XOR logical operations, and the designated logical operation is one of the supported logical operations. The address generator is further configured to respond to receiving a swap command by causing the voxel router to select which of the first and second buffer memories is to be the active memory.

The address generator is further configured to respond to receiving a swap command that designates a copy operation by causing the voxel router to copy contents of the active buffer to the inactive buffer after the swap is done.

In still another aspect, the invention features a graphics memory system that includes a first buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image; a second buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image; a voxel router in communication with both the first and second buffer memories; and an address generator in communication with the voxel router
and the first and second buffer memories. The voxel router is configured to use a selectable one of the first and second buffer memories as an active memory out of which stored image data is to be read for display on the volumetric display and to use the other of the first and second buffer memories as an inactive memory into which image data is to be written. During operation, the address generator generates addresses identifying locations within the predefined address spaces of the first and second buffer memories and is configured to respond to receiving a write voxel command by causing the voxel router to retrieve a block of data from the inactive memory, that block of data containing a value for a voxel that is identified by the write voxel command, to modify the retrieved block by modifying the value for the identified voxel within that retrieved block, and to write the modified block back to the inactive memory.

The details of one or more embodiments of the invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the electronics for a three-dimensional volumetric display system.

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the raster engine that is part of the volumetric display system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the graphics memory module that is part of the volumetric display system of Fig. 1.

Fig. 4 shows the architecture of the voxel routers that are part of the volumetric display system of Fig. 1.

Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Like a computer monitor, embodiments of the invention are intended to operate connected to a host computer. The host computer performs some preprocessing of geometry information, however the rasterization and display electronics are completely contained inside the display. In the current embodiment, the display connects to the host through a SCSI-2 (wide) slave port.
In general, the volumetric display works as follows. The host computer sends image data and commands to the display system. The display system, in turn, processes this information into voxel data and stores the processed data in graphics memory until needed for display. When needed, the display system electronics then sends the image information to a projection engine which converts it to optical information by spatially modulating beams of light. Projection optics, using a projection lens and an arrangement of mirrors, directs the beams onto a revolving two-dimensional projection screen, where it forms a two-dimensional image. The two-dimensional screen rotates at about 733 RPM. The display electronics and the projection engine refresh the two-dimensional image about 5119 times per second. Each two-dimensional image forms an “image slice” of the three-dimensional volume image. At these projection and rotation rates the human visual system perceptually fuses the “image slices” into a volume-filling, three-dimensional image.

Referring to FIG. 1, system electronics 100 for a three-dimensional volumetric display include a raster engine 110, a graphics memory module 120, SLM drivers 130, 140 and 150, and a motor controller 160, all of which are separate custom printed circuit boards (PCBs). Raster engine 110 accepts volumetric or geometry-based 3-D data from the host computer, converts it into voxel data in the display-specific coordinate system, and writes it into graphics memory in graphics memory module 120. Graphics memory module 120 buffers an entire volume of data for continuous display of three colors in a three-dimensional volume. Electronics in SLM drivers 130, 140, and 150 converts the low-voltage TTL data and control signals into the analog & digital signals needed to operate each Spatial Light Modulators (SLM) 182, 184, and 186. SLMs 182, 184, and 186 modulate the red, green and blue components of a light beam to generate a colored image. This image is projected, through optics 180, onto a screen 190, which is rapidly rotated by a motor. Motor controller 160 locks the screen rotation speed and position to the volume scanning signals. System electronics 100 also includes an electronics power supply 170. All of the parts shown are contained within a display enclosure.

Raster engine 110 and graphics memory module 120 are divided through a high-speed, parallel interface with a small number of control and clock signals. Graphics memory module 120 directs motor controller 160 through a small number of low to medium speed digital signals over a small cable with discrete wires. Each of SLM drivers 130, 140, and 150 is connected to graphics memory module 120 through a high-speed, parallel interface.
Referring to FIG. 2, raster engine 110 contains a single, powerful digital signal processing (DSP) microprocessor 210 with external memory, a SCSI controller 220, some interface switches, and a port to graphics memory module 120 (see FIG. 1). High-speed routines and critical data are expected to use the CPU's internal cache.

Program microcode and tables are contained within of Flash ROM 250 that resides at the boot address permitting the device to operate without connection to a host computer. The program microcode and tables in Flash ROM 250 can be reprogrammed using the SCSI interface providing for field upgrades.

A Scratch RAM 240, which is 16 MB of Synchronous DRAM, is also supported by the CPU. This memory is used for the geometry buffer and storage of variables that do not fit in the internal cache.

Referring again to Fig. 1, due to the CPU's addressable memory limit, access to the graphics memory module 120 is provided with a series of 32-bit ports. The ports and the functions of graphics memory module 120 are implemented with a series of FPGA's, which are un-programmed at boot time. As a result, the CPU programs the devices through the ports.

Referring to FIG. 3, graphics memory module 120 includes an address generator 310, three identical sets of graphics memory, 320, 330, and 340, and an interface 350, 360, and 370, to each SLM driver 130, 140, and 150 (see FIG. 1), respectively. Each set of graphics memory stores a full volume of voxel data for a corresponding one of the red, green, or blue portions of the three-dimensional volumetric image that is to be displayed.

Each set of graphics memory 320, 330, and 340 includes two buffers 321 and 322, 331 and 332, and 341 and 342, and a voxel router 323, 333, and 343, respectively. Voxel routers 323, 333, and 343 route data between raster engine 110 (see FIG. 1), each of buffers 321 and 322, 331 and 332, and 341 and 342, and the SLM drivers. Each of voxel router 323, 333, and 343, which is basically a large switching device that routes data into and out of the memory, is also capable of executing a few simple logic functions between data from raster engine 110 and data in the buffers. The raster engine writes to the voxel routers as though they were inside of memory and the voxel routers then make the required changes in the appropriate one of the buffers.

The two buffers within a set of graphics memory are completely independent with separate address and data buses to allow CPU access to one set while the other set is being
displayed. The two buffers have the same address spaces, so that the software need not apply any offset depending on what memory buffer is being written to. Indeed, the software would typically not need to know what buffer is active and what buffer is not active. This, coupled with the presence of the voxel routers, enables the use of standard, single-ported memory for the buffers, instead of dual-ported memory. In this embodiment, the buffers are implemented by Double Data Rate (DDR) SDRAMs. These are single-ported memories, commonly available memory modules such as are typically found in PCs and thus are relatively inexpensive in comparison to dual-ported memories that might typically be sued in graphics memory. In addition, their use as buffer memory helps maximize achievable transfer speeds between the buffers and the voxel routers.

Raster engine 110 writes graphics memory commands to address generator 310 and writes graphics data to voxel routers 323, 333, and 343. The raster engine ports on each voxel router and the address generator have a FIFO interface.

Address generator 310, which is the primary interface between the CPU and the graphics memory, contains the state machines that control graphics memory and the screen motor. Address generator 310 controls the operation of all three sets of graphics memory including initialization, address generation, and auto-refresh of the DDR SDRAMs in each buffer. It also generates the addresses for the bursting accesses to the buffers; it controls the bursting of data out of those memories to the SLM to be displayed; and it generates the addresses for the random accesses performed by the CPU.

Commands received from raster engine 110 are queued, interpreted, and executed by address generator 310. Address generator 310 transforms the commands into series of simple operations, which are performed by the address generator and voxel routers. In other words, address generator 310 interprets commands, generates the appropriate addresses, controls the buffer memories, sets proper order for executing steps of command as well as establishes the order and timing of the instructions sent to the voxel routers for manipulating the data in the memory buffers. It acts as a master control unit.

Referring again to FIG. 3, voxel router 323 routes voxel data between four locations: raster engine 110 (see FIG. 1), buffer “A”, buffer “B”, and a SLM formatter. The general flow for data in voxel router 323 is from raster engine 110 to a SLM formatter, with interim storage in
the SDRAM buffers. Voxel router 323 can also apply some logic functions to data being moved through the router.

During operation, one of the two SDRAM buffers is the "active" buffer, and one is the "inactive" buffer. The active buffer is in an almost continual state of bursting sequential data to the SLM at a rate of about 7.5ns per voxel. The inactive buffer is available for random access from raster engine 110. Voxels can be written to and read from the inactive buffer. Also, the voxel routers perform simple masking functions and execute read-modify-write access with simple logic functions such as ANDs, ORs, and exclusive-ORs, which are widely used for graphics computation. Performing these functions in the voxel routers greatly reduces the computational load on raster engine 110.

Once the raster engine completes drawing voxels in the "inactive" buffer, a command from the raster engine instructs the voxel router to swap the functions of the buffers so that the inactive buffer becomes the active buffer and vice versa. There are three options available to the raster engine software when the buffers are swapped. The data in the new inactive buffer can:
(1) remain as it was when it was active; (2) be cleared out; or (3) be copied from the new active buffer into the inactive buffer. This feature dramatically reduces the computation necessary for each new volume. The copying and clearing functions are accomplished during the first full scan of the active buffer; they are done at burst speed concurrent with the reading out and the sending of the image data to the display.

Address generator 310 recognizes and implements a set of commands among which are the following: copy/clear buffer; swap buffers; write voxel; and write word. Raster engine 110 uses these commands to write the image data into the memory buffers in preparation for displaying the images through the display device. Raster engine 110 sends these commands to the address generator 310, which in turn causes the voxel routers to perform the precise sequence of steps that are necessary to implement the command. Each of these will now be described in greater detail.

The copy/clear buffer command either causes the address generator to perform a copy or a clear of the inactive buffer, depending on which bit is set within the command. If the clear bit is set, then the address generator causes the voxel router to clear the inactive buffer, which is done at burst speed. The clear operation prepares the inactive buffer for writing an entirely new volume of image data to it. The clear command might typically be used when the raster engine
is drawing into the inactive buffer and while that is taking place, the application supplies an entirely new volume of image data to the raster engine. At that point, there is no need to continue writing the old image to the inactive buffer so the inactive buffer is simply cleared and the raster engine starts writing the new image data to that buffer.

If the copy bit is set, the address generator causes the voxel router to copy the contents of the active buffer into the inactive buffer, and this is also done at burst speed concurrently with as the voxel router reading out the image data from the active buffer and sending it to the SLM.

When either a copy or a clear is taking place, the address generator sends the same addresses to both buffers.

The swap buffer command causes the address generator to swap the inactive buffer and the active buffer so that the old inactive buffer becomes the new active buffer and the old active buffer becomes the new inactive buffer. This command has three options, namely, copy, clear and do nothing.

A cursor movement provides a good examples of how one might use one of the copy commands. If the only thing that has changed is the location of the cursor (i.e., the image has remained the same), it is not necessary to redraw the entire image. Rather, the previous image is copied into the inactive buffer and then the appropriate write commands are used to erase the old cursor and draw a new one.

The write word command is one of the read/modify/write commands. This command causes voxel router, again under direct control of the address generator, to read out a specified 32-bit word from the inactive buffer, perform an indicated operation on that old word and the new word, and then write the results back into the inactive buffer. The operations that the voxel router can perform include AND, OR and XOR. That is, depending on which operation is indicated, the voxel router will combine the old word and the new word using one of those operations and then write the results back to the inactive buffer. It is also possible to specify no operation, in which case the new word is simply written to the appropriate location in the inactive buffer without reading out the old word first.

The write voxel command is similar to the write word command except that it operates on the bit level to change a specified voxel. This command causes voxel router, to read out from the inactive buffer the 32-bit word that contains the target voxel, to perform an indicated operation on that voxel, and then write the resulting word back into the inactive buffer. Again,
the operations that the voxel router can perform on the voxel include AND, OR and XOR. It is also possible to specify no operation, in which case the new voxel is simply written to the appropriate location in the 32-bit word and the results are written back to the inactive buffer. The raster engine uses the write voxel command most often to draw the contents of the image volume to the inactive buffer.

Referring to Fig. 4, voxel router 400 includes at its input end a CPU interface FIFO 404 and a logic processor 406. FIFO 404 enables the voxel router to receive and store a sequence of commands that are to be executed. Logic processor provides the functionality that is required to implement the write voxel and write word commands and the option logic operations that are allowed in those commands. Voxel router 323 also includes an array of switches (i.e., MUXs 402) that perform the function of routing the data into and out of the SDRAMs (i.e., buffers “A” and B”). Registers 408 interface those MUXs 402 to buffers “A” and “B”. Registers 408 are holding registers that are used for pipelining of data transfers into and out of the buffer memories.

The voxel routers and the address generator are implemented in Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), which must be programmed every time the hardware is powered up.

Each buffer has 128MB of storage, which includes of four 256Mbit DDR SDRAMs. In other embodiments, graphics memory module 120 supports 128Mbit parts with additional population sites. The FPGA program for the address generator is slightly varied to support the two variations in population. In fact, populations of all sites with 256Mbit or possibly 512Mbit parts can be accomplished, doubling or quadrupling the capacity, with just minor changes to the FPGA.

Voxel router 400 is operated in lock-step with address generator 310 (see FIG. 3). This is accomplished with a 66.6667 MHz clock that is buffered with zero delay buffers and fed to each FPGA. This clock is doubled to 133 MHz in each FPGA to control the DDR feature of the SDRAMs in buffers “A” and “B”. The delay locked loops (DLL) in the FPGAs use external pins for feedback to ensure that the buffer delays and external loading of each clock output is compensated for.

Referring back to FIG. 1, motor controller 160 takes a clock input from graphics memory module 120 and synchronizes the screen rate to the clock using encoders on the screen/motor assembly as feedback.
A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. For example, instead of using a single address generator, one could use a separate address generator for each voxel router and put the electronics on the same chip or board. Accordingly, other embodiments are within the scope of the following claims.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A graphics memory system for managing image data for a volumetric display that displays volumetric images, said system comprising:
   a first buffer memory with a first predefined address space for holding image data for
   a three-dimensional image;
   a second buffer memory with as second predefined address space for holding image data for a three-dimensional image, wherein the first and second predefined address spaces are the same; and
   a voxel router in communication with both the first and second buffer memories, said voxel router being configured to use a selectable one of said first and second buffer memories as an active memory out of which stored image data is to be read for display on the volumetric display and to use the other of said first and second buffer memories as an inactive memory into which image data is to be written.

2. The graphics memory system of claim 1 further comprising an address generator in communication with the voxel router and the first and second buffer memories, said address generator generating addresses identifying locations within the predefined address spaces of the first and second buffer memories and being configured to cause the voxel router to select which of said first and second buffer memories is to be the active memory.

3. The graphics memory system of claim 2 wherein both of said first and second buffer memories are implemented by single ported memories.

4. The graphics memory system of claim 2 wherein both of said first and second buffer memories are implemented by SDRAMs.

5. A graphics memory system for managing image data for a volumetric display that displays volumetric images, said system comprising:
   a first buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image;
   a second buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image;
   a voxel router in communication with both the first and second buffer memories, said voxel router being configured to use a selectable one of said first and second buffer memories.
memories as an active memory out of which stored image data is to be read for display on the
volumetric display and to use the other of said first and second buffer memories as an
inactive memory into which image data is to be written; and

an address generator in communication with the voxel router and the first and second
buffer memories, said address generator during operation generating addresses identifying
locations within the predefined address spaces of the first and second buffer memories and
being configured to respond to receiving a write block command by causing the voxel router
to write new data to a block within the inactive memory at a location that is identified by an
address supplied by the address generator.

6. The graphics memory system of claim 5 wherein said block is a 32-bit word.

7. The graphics memory system of claim 6 wherein the address generator is further
configured to respond to receiving said write block command by causing the voxel router to
retrieve data that is stored in the identified block of inactive memory, to modify the retrieved
data, and to write the modified data back to said inactive memory as said new data.

8. The graphics memory system of claim 7 wherein the voxel router is further
configured to modify the retrieved data by using a designated logical operation to combine
the retrieved data with data supplied with the write word command.

9. The graphics memory system of claim 7 wherein the voxel router supports AND,
OR and XOR logical operations, and wherein said designated logical operation is one of the
supported logical operations.

10. The graphics memory system of claim 6 wherein the address generator is further
configured to respond to receiving a swap command by causing the voxel router to select
which of said first and second buffer memories is to be the active memory.

11. The graphics memory system of claim 10 wherein the swap command designates
a copy and the address generator is further configured to respond to receiving the swap
command by causing the voxel router to copy contents of the active buffer to the inactive
buffer.
12. A graphics memory system for managing image data for a volumetric display
that displays volumetric images, said system comprising:

a first buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image;

a second buffer memory for holding data for a three-dimensional image;

a voxel router in communication with both the first and second buffer memories, said
voxel router being configured to use a selectable one of said first and second buffer
memories as an active memory out of which stored image data is to be read for display on the
volumetric display and to use the other of said first and second buffer memories as an
inactive memory into which image data is to be written; and

an address generator in communication with the voxel router and the first and second
buffer memories, said address generator during operation generating addresses identifying
locations within the predefined address spaces of the first and second buffer memories and
being configured to respond to receiving a write voxel command by causing the voxel router
to retrieve a block of data from the inactive memory, said block of data containing a value for
a voxel that is identified by the write voxel command, to modify the retrieved block by
modifying the value for the identified voxel within that retrieved block, and to write the
modified block back to said inactive memory.

13. The graphics memory system of claim 12 wherein said block is a 32-bit word.

14. The graphics memory system of claim 13 wherein the voxel router is further
configured to modify the retrieved data by using a designated logical operation to modify the
one voxel designated by the write voxel command in the retrieved data word while
preserving the remaining voxels in the retrieved data word.

15. The graphics memory system of claim 14 wherein the voxel router supports
AND, OR and XOR logical operations on the one designated voxel, and wherein said
designated logical operation is one the supported logical operations.
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